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EXPOSURE CONTROL APPARATUS FOR 
CAMERA PROVIDED WITH MULTI METERING 

DEVICE 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion: matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

l. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to an exposure control 

apparatus for a camera and more particularly is directed 
to an improvement in such exposure control apparatus 
provided with multi metering means in which a plural 
number of divisional sections of an object ?eld are me 
tered photometrically to obtain a plural number of pho— 
toelectric outputs corresponding to the respective sec 
tions and a proper photometer output is operated and 
extracted from the photoelectric outputs to determine a 
proper exposure value for the whole object ?eld. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
The above mentioned type of multi metering device 

is well known in the art and there have been proposed 
various multi photometers for this purpose one example 
of which is disclosed in Japanese Patent Application 
laid open No. 12.828/1977 (its corresponding German 
Patent Laid Open Speci?cation is DOS P No. 
2.632.893). 
However. all of the improvements hitherto proposed 

for such type of divisional photometer have been di 
rected solely to an operational method and apparatus 
for calculating a proper exposure value from a plural 
number of informations obtained by photometering. 

In practical use of known multi photometers in a 
camera. there arises such problem that the photoelectric 
outputs from the multi photometer can not be used 
directly as a proper photometer output because of the 
difference between the distribution of the photoelectric 
outputs in the object ?eld and the distribution of illumi 
nation on the ?lm plane. Hereinafter. the object ?eld is 
referred to as the picture plane. 

In TI'L open aperture metering. the above problem 
becomes particularly important. In this case. the differ 
ence between the distribution of photoelectric outputs 
obtained at the time of m photometering with fully 
open aperture and the distribution of illumination on the 
?lm plane obtained at the time of photographing with 
an aperture value then actually used becomes remark 
ably large and therefore the difference can not be ig 
nored at all. This problem occurs even when the light 
receiving plane for multi metering is disposed conju 
gated with the ?lm plane. Since a light receiving optical 
system is provided for the former plane, the above men 
tioned undesirable phenomenon can not be avoided 
even in such case. 

In the conventional photometering apparatus opera 
ble with one photoelectric output. the central part of a 
picture plane has been used as a main area to be me 
tered. Since the central area of a picture plane generally 
exhibits good proportionality to lens aperture for both 
of the photoelectric output from the photo receptor and 
the illumination on the ?lm plane. the above mentioned 
difference in distribution has no remarkable effect on 
the determination of proper exposure value. Therefore. 
in this single type of photometer it is seldom that such 
difference in distribution leads to exposure error. In 
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contrast. in the case of multi photometer. the peripheral 
part of a picture plane is also to be metered indepen 
dcntly of the main part and therefore the difference in 
distribution mentioned above can not be ignored. 
As an example. it is assumed that a picture plane is 

divided into segments in the form of 4X6 matrix as 
shown in FIG. 1 and these 4X6 segments are to be 
metered by photo receptors PM to P46 respectively. If 
the object is a surface having a uniform brightness all 
over, then the distribution of photoelectric output along 
A-A' in the picture plane shown in FIG. 1 will give a 
curve as shown in FIG. 2A. As seen from FlG. 2A. the 
level of photoelectric output drops down gradually 
from the center of the picture plane to both side end 
portions due to the vignetting effect of the lens and the 
effect of so-called Cos‘ law (in FIGS. 2A and 2B. the 
distribution is plotted with the center of the picture 
plane as 0 and the locations of metered segments within 
the picture plane as the abscissa). However. when the 
aperture is stopped down for actually taking a picture. 
the effect of vignetting disappears and the distribution 
of illumination on the ?lm plane gives a flattened curve 
(FIG. 28) as compared with the curve of FIG. 2A. To 
obtain a proper exposure value. this difference between 
the distribution curves FIG. 2A and FIG. 28 has to be 
taken into consideration. Otherwise. the metered 
brightness for the peripheral sections of a picture plane 
will be unduly darlter value than the real brightness 
thereof. This may lead the exposure to error. All the 
multi photometered hitherto proposed have no means 
for solving the problem. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly. it is an object of the invention to pro 
vide a multi metering apparatus which enables minimi 
zation of the above exposure error. - 

It is another object of the invention to provide a multi 
metering apparatus with which the possibility of expo 
sure error mentioned above can be minimized by cor 
recting the photoelectric outputs from a plural number 
of photo receptors so as to approximate the distribution 
thereof to the distribution of illumination on the ?lm 
plane appearing at the time of the shot or exposure. 
Other and further objects. features and advantages of 

the present invention will appear more fully from the 
following description of preferred embodiments with 
reference to the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I shows a pattern of light receiving surface 
divided into a plural number of sections; 
FIG. 2A is a graph showing the distribution of photo 

electric output obtained therefrom; 
FIG. 2B is a graph showing the corresponding distri 

bution of illumination on the ?lm plane; 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the principle of 

the multi metering apparatus according to the inven 
tion; 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram ofa ?rst embodiment of the 

invention; 
FIGS. 5A. B and C. 6A. B and C. and 7A. B and C 

show the distribution of photoelectric output. that of 
illumination on the ?lm plane and that of correction 
value to the respective sections of the picture plane; 
FIG. 8 illustrates the correspondency between the 

respective pattern sections and the respective corree~ 
tion values; 
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FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a second embodiment of 
the invention; 
FIG. 10 is a circuit diagram of the second embodi 

rnent; 
FIG. 11 is a graph showing a relation curve of correc 

tion values; 
FIG. 12 is a block diagram ofa third embodiment of 

the invention: and 
FIG. 13 is a schematic illustration of light receiving 

optical system in a camera to which the present inven 
tion is applied. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EM BODIMENTS 

Referring first to FIG. 13 description is made of an 
example of a light receiving optical system mounted in 
a single lens reflex camera. To a camera body 330 is 
mounted detachably an interchangeable lens having a 
lens barrel 340. Light from an object to be photo 
graphed passes through a photographing lens system 
332 in the lens barrel 340 and then is reflected by a 
movable mirror 333 toward a ?nder screen 335 on 
which the light is focused. When the movable mirror 
333 is turned up to its retracted position in link with a 
photographing operation. the object light is focused on 
a film plane 334. The image of the object formed on the 
finder screen 335 is refocused on a surface 331 formed 
by a plural number of photoelectric elements through a 
refocusing lens 336. 
FIG. 3 shows the basic arrangement ofa multi meter 

ing apparatus. Flow of signals for automatic control of 
shutter speed in aperture priority mode will be de~ 
scribed hereinafter with reference to FIG. 3. 1n the 
following description there are used terms in APEX 
notation which include luminance value BV. aperture 
value AV. ASA speed value SV and time value TV. 
The multi metering apparatus shown in FIG. 3 com 

prises a metering circuit 1. multi metering treatment 
circuit 2. APEX operational circuit 3. shutter control 
circuit 4. information setting portion 5 and display cir 
cuit 6. When 'I'I'L metering with fully open aperture is 
carried out for the divisional sections of a picture plane 
as shown in FIG. 1, there are obtained from the meter 
ing circuit 1 the following photoelectric outputs corre 
sponding to the individual metered sections; 

Pll-BVll-AVO, P12- BVIZ-AVD. . . . . 

P‘6-PV46- AVO 

wherein the same number indicates the correspondency 
between photo receptor and photoelectric output from 
ll. 
The multi metering treatment circuit 2 receives these 

outputs and carries out a series of operations and treat 
ments to calculate an operational output PIOO-BVans 
-AVO as an estimated value for proper exposure. Ex‘ 
amples of such circuit are disclosed in Japanese Patent 
Application laid open No. 12,828/1977 and US. Ser. 
No. 123,209 filed by the present applicant (its counter~ 
part is DOS P. No. 3.007575). 
The APEX operational circuit 3 receives information 

of film sensitivity Pl?l-SV and information of sper 
ture PlOZ-(AV-AVO) from the information letting 
portion 5 as well as the above operational output 
PIOO- BVans- AVO relating to the brightness from the 
circuit 2. and carries out the following APEX opera 
tton: 
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(BVnns-AVOH-SV-(AV-AVID- BVans+SV' 
—AV-TV(-Pl?3). (I) 

The resultant TV value is introduced into the shutter 
control circuit 4 to control shutter speed. Also, it is put 
into the display circuit 6 to display the shutter speed. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a multi metering appara 
tus as formed by applying the present invention to the 
circuit shown in FIG. 3. A correction operational cir 
cuit 7 and a correction value calculating circuit 8 are 
added to the circuit shown in FIG. 3. 

In the multi metering apparatus shown in FIG. 4. the 
correction value calculating circuit 8 receives from the 
information setting portion 5 information of the diame 
ter of open aperture P105=AVO, information of aper 
ture step number Pl02=AV-AVD and signal Pl06= L 
informing of particular characteristics owing to the 
optical system of the lens. From these informations. the 
circuit 8 calculates correction values 611 . . . Sij . . . 546 

corresponding to the respective photoelectric outputs 
P11 . . . Pij . . . P46 from the respective sections. oij is 

given by the following general formula: 

?ij-?AVO. AV-AVD. L) m 

Above general formula is experimentally obtainable. 
The correction operational circuit 7 comprises adders 

7|], . . . 7ij, . . . 7“, which carry out adding the outputs 

8H . . . 6,}. . . 6“, from the circuit 8 to the outputs P11. 
. . . Pij . . . P46 from the circuit 1 respectively. 

Let the photoelectric outputs from the metering cir 
cuit be represented generally in the matrix form by 

(3) 

tnn- In) - :Bl/ij-AVD - 

m...m av4t-Am....av4e-4m 

and let the outputs from the correction value calculat 
'tng circuit be represented by 

(4) 

[W1 - an 

in...“ 

Then. the operation carried out by the correction oper 
ational circuit 7 can be represented by 

i 
[am -Al0+8ll....8Vl6-AVO+ sis 

- svu- no + N] 
am - APO + 641.. i 

1 
wherein Bij'-AVO means a photoelectric output after 
correction. 
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Consequently, the corrected photoelectric outputs 
P111=BV11'-AVO. . . . P146=BV46’-AVO are in 

troduced into the multi metering treatment circuit 2 
from the correction operational circuit 7 and then a 
proper exposure value PI00'=BV'ans-AVO is calcu 
lated by the circuit 2. Since the exposure value is found 
by calculation on the basis of corrected photoelectric 
outputs in this embodiment. it is much more proper than 
that obtainable by the apparatus shown in FIG. 3. Se 
quence subsequent to it in the apparatus shown in FIG. 
4 is the same as in the apparatus shown in FIG. 3. 
The information setting portion 5 is formed in the 

following manner: 
In FIG. 13. the reference numeral 342 designates an 

aperture stop driving pin interlocked with an aperture 
stop 341 for the photographing lens system 332. The 
information setting portion 5 takes up the informations 
of AVO. AV —AVO and L from the motion of the aper 
ture stop driving pin 342 or from a signal pin 343 pro 
vided on the lens mount. Similarly, the information 
setting portion 5 takes up the information SV from ASA 
film sensitivity setting dial 337 mounted on the camera 
body and the information TV from the shutter speed 
setting dial 338. 

Hereinafter a detailed description is made as to what 
corrections are required. 
As an example, at ?rst such case is considered 

wherein pictures of a surface having a uniform bright 
ness are to be taken with use of two different lenses 
which have different open aperture values but have the 
same focal length. FIG. 5A shows the distributions of 
photoelectric outputs obtained when a lens of fully 
open aperture f/l.4 and another lens of f/2.8 are used 
respectively. The distributions are plotted with the 
photoelectric output as the ordinate and with the posi 
tions of the respective segments as the abscissa the ori 
gin "0“ of which represents the center of the picture 
plane. As to the abscissa. the same is applied also to 
FIGS. SB and SC of which the ordinate is illumination 
on ftlrn plane (FIG. 5B) or correction value (FIG. 5C). 
As seen from FIG. 5A and as a matter of course. the 

photoelectric output produced in photometering with 
the aperture open using the lens having a larger relative 
aperture. f/l.4 is higher than that produced using the 
smaller aperture lens. f/2.8. However, because of vi 
gnetting. the drop in photoelectric output at the periph 
eral area of the picture plane becomes more remarkable 
in the case of larger aperture than in the case of smaller 
aperture. 

FIG. 58 shows the distribution of illumination of film 
plane obtained when a picture of the same object sur 
face is taken through the lens whose aperture is stopped 
down to f/8. In this case, as seen from FIG. 5B, the 
distribution curve becomes almost flat for either of the 
two lenses. This means that for multi metering a particu 
in: treatment is required to transform the distribution of 
photoelectric Output shown in FIG. SA into that as 
shown in FIG. 5B. 

This problem is solved in the following manner: 
At first a reference lens (for example, f/2.B lens) is 

preselected and using the selected lens the difference 
between the output in FIG. 5A and the output in FIG. 
5B is determined. More particularly, one preliminarily 
knows the difference in output level between the photo 
electric output at the time of fully open aperture meter 
ing and the output of illumination on film plane at the 
time of actual photographing with the aperture being 
stopped down to a certain step for the selected refer 
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ence lens. This known difference constitutes a reference 
amount. Secondly, one finds out the difference in pho 
toelectric output between two different lenses as shown 
in FIG. 5A to correct the difference caused by the 
difference in fully open aperture value between two 
lenses. Using the ltnown difference, correction values 
are obtainable. FIG. 5C shows the distribution of cor 
rection value obtained in this manner. As seen from 
FIG. 5C. a larger correction value is applied to the 
photoelectric output derived from a remotor segment 
from the center of the picture plane. for a larger relative 
aperture lens. Here. it should be noted that the correc‘ 
tion value for the central area of the picture plane is not 
0 (zero) in FIG. 5C. This means that even at the central 
area the relation between photoelectric output and il 
lumination on film plane does not correspond to the 
nominal step number for aperture value. 

Application of the above correction values is carried 
out depending upon whether the fully open aperture 
information P105: AVO is large or small which is deliv 
ered from the information setting portion 5 in FIG. 4. 
When the lens is of a larger relative aperture, a larger 
correction value is applied to the peripheral area output. 
FIG. 6 shows another case wherein pictures of a 

surface having a uniform brightness are to be talren 
using the same lens but changing its aperture value 
variously. Similarly to the above case, FIG. 6A shows 
the distribution of photoelectric output. FIG. 6B the 
distribution of illumination on film plane and FIG. 6C 
the distribution of correction value obtained in this case. 

Since the same lens is used. there appears only one 
distribution of photoelectric output for every metering 
with fully open aperture as shown in FIG. 6A. How 
ever, the effect of vignetting on the distribution of ii 
lumination on the film plane varies depending upon the 
aperture value then used for actual photographing as 
shown in FIG. 6B. In particular when an aperture value 
at or near the fully open aperture is used, the drop in 
illumination output is much more remarkable as com 
pared with other aperture valuea. Usually, pictures are 
taken with aperture values stopped down over a certain 
value. Therefore. it is required to use said certain aper 
ture value as a reference value and to make a correction 
in such manner that in the case of taking a picture with 
an aperture value near the open aperture value of the 
lens, the photoelectric outputs from the peripheral sec 
tions of the picture plane can be corrected in the direc 
tion of minus(-) as shown in FIG. 6C. 

Application of above correction is carried out de 
pending upon whether the aperture atep number infor 
mation PIOZ-AV-AVO is large or small which is 
delivered from the information setting portion 5 in FIG. 
4. ' 

FIG. 7 shows such case wherein pictures of a surface 
having a uniform brightness are to be taken using two 
different ltinds of lenses which have different optical 
systems while the fully open apertures are entirely the 
same. Pictures are taken with the same aperture value in 
this case. Again, FIG. 7A shows the distribution of 
photoelectric output. FIG. 713 that of illumination on 
ftlm plane and FIG. 7C that of correction value. 
As seen from FIG. 7A. there is no remarkable differ 

ence in photoelectric output between a lens having a 
longer focal length and a reference lens. However. 
when the aperture is stepped down for actual photo 
graphing, a considerable drop in illumination on film is 
observed at the peripheral areas for the reference lens 
which is caused by the effect of Cos‘ law. On the con 
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trary. for the lens of longer focal length. the distribution 
of illumination on the ?lm plane gives a nearly ?attened 
curve (FIG. 7C). 

Therefore. when the lens having a longer focal length 
is used with an aperture value other than its fully open 
value. it is required to correct the photoelectric outputs 
from the peripheral sections of the picture plane in the 
direction of plus (+) in an amount corresponding to the 
difTerence between the output in FIG. 7A and the out 
put in FIG. 713. as shown in FIG. 7C. 

Application of this correction is made depending 
upon the lens characteristics information signal 
P106=L which is delivered from the information set 
ting portion 5. This signal 1.: P106 may be of. for exam 
ple. focal length or distance of exit pupil of the lens. 
This signal is introduced into the correction value cal 
culating circuit 8 to make it calculate those correction 
values which can not be represented by AVO (=P105) 
or AV —AVO (= P102). 

In point of photometering only. what the signal L 
(=P106) has to do is only to transmit the correction 
value of the lens for metering. However. considering 
various automations on the camera. there are required a 
larger number of signals. We have paid particular atten 
tion to this point and found that various purposes of . 
correction can be attained by using such signal inform 
ing of data about the focal length oflens then used. Use 
of L (=P106) as focal length signal has an advantage 
that it may be used for other purposes than metering. 

In the shown embodiment in which a picture plane is 
divided into 4x6=24 segments by photo receptors 
P11-P44. the number of correction values to be ob 
tained by calculation reaches 24 in total. that is. 
611--- 546. However. in general. lenses have such focus 
ing characteristics that all the points in a lens lying on a 
concentric circle the center of which is the optical axis 
of the lens exhibit the same property. Therefore. for the 
sections equally distant from the center the same cor 
rection value may be used. For this reason. in case the 
metering system can be considered to have the same 
metering characteristics for every divisional area lying 
on a concentric circle with its center being the optical 
axis of the photographing lens. it is permissible to calcu 
late the correction values as a function of the distance 
from the center of picture plane to the photo receptor. 
Namely. as seen from the following matrix formula and 
as illustrated in FIG. 8. ?ve correction values 50. . . 64 
may be used as representatives of all the correction 
values: 

ill. BIZ. . . 616 

[M W 1 - 
641 646 

In addition. as seen from FIGS. 5C. 6C and 7C. the 
following relation holds among the ?ve correction val 
ues: 

846281618264 

(7) 
BOBBIIBZBMIM 

01’ 

60561562583564 

In case the metering system has such metering char 
acteristics which are symmetrical about right and left 
only relative to the picture plane. it is desirable that the 
representative correction values be calculated as a func 
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tion of the distance from the bisector of the picture 
plane to the respective photoreceptors to obtain such 
correction values which are symmetrical about right 
and left and asymmetric relative to the vertical. 
Making use of the above feature regarding the cor 

rection values. the embodiment shown in FIG. 4 can be 
simpli?ed. FIG. 9 shows such simplified embodiment. 

in FIG. 9. reference numeral 108 designates a correc 
tion value calculating circuit. The circuit 108 receives 
from the information setting portion 5 informations of 
the diameter of open aperture AVO (=P1D5). aperture 
step number AV-AVO (-PlOZl and lens signal L 
(=P106) and calculates the correction values 60. 51. . . 
. 64 from the received informations. 

In the correction operational circuit 7. addition is 
carried out so as to add 50 to P23. P24. P33. P34; 61 to 
P13. P14. P22. P25. P32. P35. P43. P44; 82 to P12. P15. 
P42. P45; 83 to P21. P26. P31. P36 and 54 to P11. P16. 
P41. P46. 
FIG. 10 shows a concrete form of the circuit used in 

the embodiment shown in FIG. 9. 
In FIG. 10. the metering circuit generally designated 

by 1 is constituted of a number of metering blocks each 
comprising an operational ampli?er OPij. a photo diode 
PDij and a logarithmic compression diode LDij. The 
number of metering blocks in the metering circuit 1 
corresponds to the number of the divisional sections in 
the metered picture plane. A reference bias E0 is ap 
plied to the in-phase input to the ampli?er OPij. Meter 
ing current generated in photo diode PDij is logarithmi 
cally compressed by the logarithmic compression diode 
LDij. The logarithmically compressed output is: 

The correction value calculating circuit 108 receives 
from the information setting portion 5 informations 
P105-AVO. P102-AV-AVO and lens signal 
PlOti-I... 

Information AVO is introduced into the in-phase 
input terminal of comparator C1. information AV 
-AVO into that of comparator C2 and signal L into 
that of comparator C3. Current 10 flows from a constant 
current source to resistors R15 and R16. A voltage 10 
(R15+R16) is being applied to the inversion input ter 
minals of comparators C1 and C3 and a voltage l0-R16 
is being applied to the inversion input terminal of com 
parator C2. 
Comparator C1 has logic “1" at its Output when 

avoeavoui aotttts+tum (9) 

Comparator C2 has logic "l" at its output when 

(AV-AVtDitAV-AVOm-IDRII) (1D) 

and the output is inverted by an inverting circuit NOT. 
Comparator C3 has logic "I" at its output when 

LlLtlK-IKRIS-q-Rl?) (l l) 

The output of NAND circuit becomes "0" only when 
both of the outputs from C2 and C3 are “1". 

[a other words. the output of comparator C1 is “0" 
when the lens has a fully open aperture value lower 
than a certain determined value (AVO)th and the output 
of the circuit NOT becomes "1" when the aperture step 
number is smaller than a certain determined value (AV 
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—AVO)th. namely when the aperture step number is a 
value near the open aperture for which correction is 
required. 
Assuming that the signal L is a signal of focal length. 

the output of the circuit NAND becomes "0“ when the 
lens has a focal length longer than a certain determined 
value and the aperture value is not near the open aper 
ture value. namely when correction is required because 
of the use of a lens different from the reference lens. 
A reference voltage E0 is being applied to between 

base and emitter of transistor TR3 and to between the 
base and resistor R14. Corrector current of TR3 is con 
stant and therefore voltage at the both ends of resistor 
R13 is constant. This constant voltage is referred to as 
E1. 
From the above it is undertood that to the non-inver 

sion input terminals of operational ampli?er O?! and 
0P2 such voltage is being applied which is dropped 
from Vcc by El. Output terminals ofOPI and 0P2 are 
connected to bases of transistors TR! and TRZ respec 
tively‘and their inversion input terminals are connected 
to emitters of TRI and TR2 respectively. Between the 
emitter of TRl and Vcc there are connected resistor R7 
and a circuit comprising a resistor R8 and a ?eld effect 
transistor FETL R7 and the circuit R8. FE'I'l are paral 
lel to each other. and R8 and FET] are connected in 
series. Resistor R1 is connected to between the collec 
tor ofTRl and GND. Similarly. between the emitter of 
TRZ and Vcc there are connected a circuit comprising 
a resistor 10 and a ?eld effect transistor FET 2. a circuit 
comprising R11 and FET3. and a circuit comprising 
R12 and FET4 and a resistor R9 in parallel with each 
other. In each the circuit. resistor and field effect tran 
sistor are connected in series. Between the collector of 
TR2 and GND there is connected a resistor R2. 
Owing to the property of operational ampli?er. the 

voltage between the emitter of transistor TR! and Vcc 
and between the emitter ofTRZ and Vcc are kept al 
ways at E1; In a state of non-correction. the output of 
comparator Cl is “1" and PET is On. Therefore. emit 
ter current of TR) becomes (E1/R7+E1/R8). So long 
as hfe is high. the emitter current is equal to the collec 
tor current and therefore the voltage at the both ends of 
R] is: 

(12) 

This voltage is the bias voltage to be applied to the 
photoelectric output from the central area. 
On the other hand. for a larger relative aperture lens. 

the output of comparator C1 is "0" and PET is turned 
off. Therefore. the collector current of TR! becomes 
El/R‘l only. Namely, 

I V'fRlhormal — Vfocompl 

(l3) 

. . . correction for large relative aperlture 

The second term is the correction term to the central 
area for a larger relative aperture. 

ln a state of non-correction as to the peripheral area. 
the output of comparator C1 to "l" the output of NOT 
is "0" and the output of NAND is "l". FET 2 and FET 
4 become On and FET 3 becomes Off. ‘Therefore. the 
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collector current ofTRZ is (1/R9+1/R10 +1/R12) El 
and the voltage at the both ends of resistor R2 is: 

(14) 

This voltage is the bias voltage to the peripheral area in 
the case of non-correction. in case that correction for 
larger relative aperture lens is required. the output of 
comparator C1 becomes "0“ and PET is turned OFF. 
Therefore, 

El - V(R2)norrnal - J2- El 
l 

Rl2 J RID 
- V(R2)normal - V f0 comp 2 

. . . correction for large relative aperture 

vuu) - R2 (7'? + 

The second term is the correction term to the peripheral 
area in the case of large relative aperture. 
when correction is required for fully open aperture. 

the output of NOT becomes “1" and FET3 in turned 
On. Therefore. 

normal-i-(RZ/RlllEl -VtR1)norrnnl+Vf—fo. 
comp . . . correction for fully open aperture (16) 

The second term is the correction term for fully open 
aperture which is applied only to the peripheral area of 
the picture plane. 
When correction is required for difference ‘ti lens 

optical system. the output of NAND becomes “0" and 
FET4 is Off. Therefore. 

(it) 

vutz) - R2(—Rl9— + 5'3?) El + V(R2)norrnal - 1%51 

-V(R2)normal-VLW 
...eorrectionforoptialsyltem 

the second term is the correction term for difference in 
lens optical system which is also applied to only the 
peripheral area of the picture plane. 

Operational ampli?ers CPI! and 0P4 constitute volt 
age follower circuits and inputs V(R1) and V(R2) to 
0P3 and 0P4 become outputs from 0P3 and 0P4 as 
they are. 
Between the output terminals of operational ampli? 

ers 0P3 and 0P4 there are connected resistors R3. R4. 
R5 and R6 in series. Let W80), V051), . . . V(84) denote 
their terminal voltages respectively. Then. 

mo) - mm (ll) 

3 (t9) 
vtan- mm». + H’ 5 + 6 {VIRZ)~ Will) 

(20) R3 a R4 
mzi- mtn+ R +m+m+ 6 {mm- mm) 

4 R5 
H83) - HR!) 4- + ‘ 

on 
+ + {mm — mm) 

K84) - MR2) (12) 

These terminal voltages V(60) . . . V(54) are outputs 
from the correction value calculating circuit corre 
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spending to 60 . . . 54 in the block diagram shown in 
FIG. 9. 
H0. 11 is a graph in which correction value 8 is 

plotted on the ordinate and the distance from the center 
of the picture plane on the abscissa. It is seen from the 
graph that the correction value 5 changes describing a 
curve. The curve is variable in accordance with the 
content of correction as suggested by dotted line 
curves. However. the following relations hold for al 
most all of the cases: 

at -so;tsz-5o=a1-ao:s4-so- Kmuutan (23) 

where. K1. K2. K3 are constants. 
Determine the constants as follows: 

RJ/(RJ+ an as» R6)- K] (24) 

(R3 + tin/(113+ an. R5+ Rst- K2 (2:) 

tautttsast/tksutt-rahRat-Ks (to) 

Then. 

vtsm-vmn (m 

vwn- wam- to{v(tu)+ V(Rl)}(i- Lu) (2'!) 

Vr54l- vnu) (22) 

Thus. above corrections can be carried out. Refen-ing 
again to FIG. 10, the correction operational circuit 7 is 
constituted of'a number of blocks 723, . . . 734. . . . 746 

each block comprising an operational ampli?er (OPlij). 
a transistor (Trlij) and two resistors (Rlij and Rlij). By 
way of example. operation relating to photoelectric 
output P23 will be described in detail hereinunder. 
When the output W50) from the correction value 

calculating circuit 108 is applied to the non-inversion 
input terminal of operational ampli?er OP123, the emit 
ter voltage of transistor TRIZJ becomes V(60). Since 
the output V(P23) from CF23 in the metering circuit 1 
is being applied to another end of resistor R123, the 
current ?owing through R123 is 
{v(so)-v(P2a)}/R12a. So long as hfe of TR123 is 
sufficiently high. emitter currentzcollector current. 
Therefore. the current ?owing through R123 is equal to 
that ?owing through R233. From RIB-R223. the 
voltage V23 at the both ends of resistor R223 becomes: 

V13 I "80) — KPH) (2!) 

Similarly, 

V14 - H60) — NR4) (19) 

V33 I "60) - VKPJS) (30) 

H4 I "50) — VIP-l4) (31) 

V13 I "61) - NFL!) (32) 

V46 I "64) — VIP“) (33) 
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The sign in the above formula is inveme to that in 

formula (5). This is merely by reason of the circuit 
structure. 

Hereinafter the manner of entering necessary correc 
tions will be described in detail. 
At ?rst description is made of the case where no 

correction is necessary. In this case. the formulas (l2) 
and (14) hold and therefore 

V(50)- V(‘Rl)nonnal (34) 

V(54)IV(R2)normal (35) 

V(R1)normal and V(R2)normal are not always equal to 
each other. This is because a substantial portion of the 
initial shift of photoelectric output may be incorporated 
into V(R1)normal. V(R2)normal. It is also possible to 
add a dark current term and/or temperature compensa 
tion term. At the time, outputs for other parts are ob 
tained from the above formulas (28)—(33) as follows: 

V(6i)-V(Rl)normal+Ki(V(Rl)norrnal-V(R1 
mormallh- l. 2. J) (36) 

Since they change little by little, there occurs no con 
flict. 
These outputs are, together with the metering out 

puts V(Pij), introduced into the correction operational 
circuit 7 which has then the following outputs: 

V23 I HRlhtormal — "Pill (37) 

V1] I VfRhnormal + (3!) 

KlfVlRIlnormal - VfRllnormal) - Ptrm 

V46 I V(R2)normal -- KM) (39) 

When correction is required for a lens of large rela 
tive aperture. the correction value calculating circuit 
108 detects it by comparator C1 and issues outputs in 
accordance with formulas (l3) and (15). Thus, the fol 
lowing outputs are obtained: 

VIM) I l/(Rlhormal - Vfn count (‘0) 

m0 - VlRllnormal + xKKmmm-i - VlRllnormal} - (41) 

V10. comp! - KEV/o oompl - Vfo comp!) (I I 1.2.3) 

"64) I KRZhcmal - V/o compl (42) 

Output: from the eon-action operational circuit 7 are: 

V13 I I/(Rlhormal - KPH) - Vfo oompl [43) 

V13 I KRlhormal + KllV'lRZhorm-i — HRlhormal) - (44) 
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continued 

ViPlJi — Vfo comp] - Kl(Vfa compZ — V/a comp!) 

We - V(R2)normal — WP“) — Vfo compZ (45) 

Comparing the outputs before correction with the 
outputs after correction while omitting the respective 
bias terms. the following correspondency is seen: 

The second and the following terms in the right mem 
ber of the above equations constitute correction terms 
for the corresponding sections. Vfo comp! is a correc 
tion tertn which has been used also in the aforemen 
tioned conventional metering system with single photo 
electric output wherein the central area of a picture 
plane is primarily metered. This correction term serves 
to compensate the drop in photoelectric output at the 
central area in the case of large relative aperture lens. 
The value of this correction term is relatively small. On 
the contrary, Vfo compZ is a correction term serving to 
compensate the output from the area most distant from 
the center of a picture plane and therefore its value is 
relatively large (see FIG. 5C). To the intermediate dis 
tam area there is applied an intermediate correction 
value which increases up gradually toward the periph 
cry of the picture plane. Information of photoelectric 
outputs corrected in this manner is delivered to the 
multi metering treatment circuit 2. 
When correction is required in the state of fully open 

aperture. comparator 2 and NOT circuit detect the state 
of aperture and the correction value calculating circuit 
108 has the following values in accordance with formu 
las (12) and (I6): 

V(50)-V(RI)norrnal (34) 

van) - vaumrtmt + Vf-t‘o. camp (90) 

Therefore. the outputs from the correction opera 
tional circuit 7 become: 

V46 - V(R1)normal - V(P46]+ Vf-fo.comp (52) 

Omit the bias terms and compare the outputs before 
correction with those after correction. Then, the fol 
lowing correspondency is seen: 

v?’?bv?’?l (53) 
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vaustzsvrvm-vr-roecmp (55) 

As for the central part. the photoelectric output remains 
uncorrected. As to other parts. a negative correction 
value is added which increases gradually toward the 
edge portion of the picture plane. This means that the 
correction illustrated in FIG. 6C is perfonned. 

Lastly. description is made of the case where correc 
tion is required by reason of the difference in type of 
optical system of the lens then used. 
When such lens is used for which a correction is 

necessary, comparator C3 detects the type of lens and 
comparator detects that the aperture value is not at or 
near its fully open aperture value. When both of the 
comparators have detected the requirements for such 
correction. NAND issues an output informing of the 
necessity of correction. At the time. the correction 
value calculating circuit 108 has the following outputs 
in accordance with formula (l2) and (17): 

Thereby. the outputs from the correction operational 
circuit become: 

Omitting the bias terms and comparing the outputs 
before correction with those after correction. the fol 
lowing correspondency is seen: 

lt is seen from the above that the photoelectric output 
of the central area remains uncorrected and that to the 
photoelectric output of the peripheral area is added a 
positive correction value which increases gradually 
toward the edge portion of the picture plane. This 
means that the correction illustrated in H6. 7C is per 
formed. 

In the above, the respective corrections have been 
described independently of each other. In case a picture 
is to be taken using a lens having a large relative aper 
ture and at its fully open aperture value. the correspon 
dency between the outputs before correction and those 
after correction will be repraented by: 

As seen from the above, in this case. the respective 
correction terms not in such direction that one negates 
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the other. This means that use of such lens that is 
strongly affected by vignetting, at an aperture value 
near the fully open aperture is substantially equivalent 
to use of an ordinary lens at an ordinary aperture value. 
While in the above embodiment various informations 

to be put in the correction value calculating circuit 108 
from the information setting part 5 have been divided 
intO two groups using the same reference level. it should 
be understood that two or more reference levels may be 
used to further improve the accuracy of correction. 

ln the above embodiments. the present invention has 
been applied to a camera with aperture priority type 
automatic exposure control. As hereinafter described. 
the present invention is applicable also to a camera with 
shutter speed priority type automatic exposure control 
and a program control type of camera wherein shutter 
speed or aperture value is controlled in accordance with 
a program. 

In these types of cameras (shutter speed priority type 
and program control type). metering is generally car 
ried out with the aperture stop for photographing lens 
being preset to the minimum aperture value. lnforma 
tion transmitted to the main body of the camera from 
the lens is that of said preset aperture value. Any infor 
mation of the aperture value actually controlled at the 
time of the shot is not transmitted. Of course there is the 
possibility that the aperture value actually controlled at 
the time of the shot may be a value near the open aper 
ture value. To attain the correction for fully or nearly 
opened aperture in accordance with the present inven 
tion. considering the above possibility, it is required. 
therefore. to introduce information of the actually con. 
trolled aperture value into the main body of such type 
of camera from the lens. 

FIG. 12 shows a further embodiment in which the 
present invention is applied to a camera provided with 
two automatic exposure control modes. namely aper 
ture priority mode and shutter speed priority mode. 
Information of the actually controlled aperture value 
issued from an exposure operational circuit is intro 
duced into the above described correction value calcu 
lating circuit. 

In FIG. 12. the information setting part designated by 
205 generates information of preset aperture value 
P202=(AV-AV0)M. information of preset shutter 
speed P203=TVM and information of selected mode 
P204 in addition to ASA speed value information 
PlOl-SV, fully open aperture information 
PIGS-AND and lens signal P106-l... Thus. informa 
tion of preset aperture value used in taking a picture in 
aperture priority mode is given by P202-(AV 
-AV0)M and information of preset shutter speed used 
in taking a picture in shutter speed priority mode is 
given by PZOJ-WM. of six information: mentioned 
above. PlOI-SV. PlOS-AVO. P202-(AV—AV0)M. 
MID-WM and P204 are put in APEX operational 
circuit 203 which receives also the operational output 
Pl00"-BV"ans-AVO from a multi metering treat 
ment circuit 2 which is the same as that in FIG. 9 in 
structure and function. APEX operational circuit 203 
carries out the following APEX operations based upon 
the received data (affix "M" means set value): 
For example. when aperture priority mode is selected 

by mode information P204. the operational circuit gives 
to the aperture control circuit 204a the following aper 
ture control signal: 

m- Pms-(Av- AVG)" (64) 
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and to the shutter control circuit 204b the following 
shutter speed control signal: 

F207 - PHI)" 4- PlOl - P202 (65) 

.. (BV'sns - 4V0) + 51/ - (AV - AHllM - Tl’ 

To the display circuit 206 it gives the following display 
signal to indicate the shutter speed: 

P209- P201 -W (66). 

When the shutter speed priority mode is selected by 
mode information P204. the following aperture control 
signal is given to the aperture control circuit 204a: 

P10! I Plm" + PlOl -- P20] (67) 

I (BV'IM — Alt“) + 57- TV”- AV- AH) 

and the following shutter control signal is given to the 
shutter control circuit 204b: 

Pzm-Pans-WM [bill 

At the same time the following display signal is given to 
the display circuit 206 to display the controlled aperture 
value: 

m-Pttis+m-Avo+(/tv-Avo)-Av (as). 

The correction value calculating circuit 108 receives 
the open aperture information PIOS-AVO and lens 
signal P106=L from the information setting part 205 
and, when shutter priority mode is selected. the aper 
ture control signal P208=AV-AVO from APEX op 
erational circuit and operates in the same manner as in 
the embodiment shown in FIG. 9. 

While in the above embodiment APEX operational 
circuit 203 has given the same aperture control signal 
(AV -AVO) to the aperture control circuit 204a and the 
correction value calculating circuit 8 to control them. 
signal applied to the circuit 204a and signal to the circuit 
8 are not always necessary to be the same. Information 
which the correction value calculating circuit 8 requires 
is such information informing of whether the aperture 
value is near to the fully open aperture or not. On the 
contrary. the aperture control circuit 20“ requires. in 
some case. a different information from the above to 
control the aperture according to the type of control 
system. For example. in the case of such control system 
where after releasing the quantity of light is continu 
ously monitored and the driving of aperture stop is 
stopped when the quantity of light (BV-AV) has just 
reached a determinate value. the signal to be delivered 
to the aperture control circuit is TV-SV. Therefore. 
when 

BV_AV-TV-SV no) 

holds. a proper exposure value is obtained. 
Also, while the present invention has been described 

mainly with reference to the case of metering with open 
aperture, the invention is applicable also to the case of 
metering with stopped down aperture wherein error of 
metering may take place for the same reason as above, 
in particular at the peripheral area of a picture plane. 
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The present invention is also useful for correcting such 
error. It is therefore to be understood that within the 
scope of the appended claims. the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as speci?cally described with 
reference to preferred embodiments thereof. 
What we claim is: 
1. An exposure control apparatus for a camera com 

prising: 
(al a metering circuit for metering the ?eld of an 

object while dividing said field into a plural num 
ber of sections to generate a plural number of pho 
toelectric outputs corresponding to said sections 
respectively; 

(b) an exposure operational circuit for calculating an 
exposure value from said photoelectric outputs; 

(c) a correction value calculating circuit for calculat 
ing correction values corresponding to said sec 
tions of the object ?eld respectively to correct the 
distribution characteristics of said photoelectric 
outputs relative to the distribution characteristics 
of illumination on the focal plane of the photo 
graphing lens of the camera at the time of photo 
graphing; and 

(til a correction operational circuit for correcting said 
individual photoelectric outputs in accordance 
with the calculated correction values. 

2. An exposure control apparatus according to claim 
1 which further comprises means for generating infor 
mation relating to the photographing lens and wherein 
said correction value calculating circuit calculates said 
correction values relying upon said information from 
said information generating means. 

3. An exposure control apparatus according to claim 
2 wherein said information generating means includes 
information setting means engageable with the photo 
graphing lens and generates at least one information 
selected from the group consisting of information of 
fully open aperture value of said photographing lens. 
information of aperture value controlled at the time of 
photographing, information of the difference between 
said open aperture value and said controlled aperture 
value. information of focal length of said photographing 
lens and information of exit pupil distance of said photo 
graphing lens. 

4. An exposure control apparatus according to claim 
1 wherein said correction value calculating circuit re 
ceives the output from said exposure operational circuit 
and calculates said correction values from said exposure 
value. 

5. An exposure control apparatus according to claim 
4 which further comprises means for setting shutter 
speed and wherein said exposure operational circuit 
calculates from the shutter speed set by said means an 
aperture value to be controlled for obtaining a proper 
exposure and issues said calculated aperture value to 
said correction value calculating circuit. 

6. An exposure control apparatus according to claim 
5 which further comprises means for detecting the open 
aperture value of said photographing lens and wherein 
said exposure operational circuit issues an output indica 
tive of the difference between said calculated aperture 
value and said open- aperture value. 

7. An exposure control apparatus according to claim 
1 wherein said correction value calculating circuit in 
cludes a circuit melting for a plural number of different 
correction signals related to the respective locations 
allotted for said respective sections within said object 
field. 
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8. An exposure control apparatus according to claim 

7 wherein said correction operational circuit includes a 
circuit for causing said correction signals to correspond 
to said photoelectric outputs respectively. 

9. An exposure control apparatus according to claim 
7 wherein said correction value calculating circuit in 
cludes a circuit for calculating the same correction 
value for those sections which are located symmetrical 
with respect to each other within said object ?eld. 

10. In a camera provided with a photographing lens. an 
apparatus for determining a proper exposure for an object 
?eld to be photographed comprising: 

(a) metering mean: for metering the object field while 
dividing sold ?eld into a plural number of sections to 
generate a plural number of photoelectric output: 
corresponding to mid section: respectively: 

(b) means for producing correction values corresponding 
to solo‘ sections of the object?eld respective! y to correct 
the distribution eharacten'sri'es of sold photo-electric 
outputs relative to the distribution characteristics of 
illumination on the focal plane of the photographing 
lens of the camera at the time of photographing; 

(c) correction operational mean: for correcting sold lndi 
vldual photoelectric output: in accordance with the 
correction values: and 

(d) exposure operational means for determining an ex 
posure value from said photoelectric outputs corrected 
by said correction operational means. 

ll. An apparatus according to claim )0 which further 
compnlrer means for generating information relating to the 
photographing lens and wherein said correction value pro 
duci'ng means produces said correction value: relying upon 
said lnformott'on from said information generating means 

12. An apparatus according to claim I]. wherein said 
information generating means includes information setting 
mean: engogeoble with the photographing lens and gener 
ate: at least one information selected from the group con 
sisting of information of a fully open aperture value of said 
photographing lens. information of on operrure value con 
trolled at‘ the time of photographing. information of the 
difference between said open aperture value and said con 
trolled aperture value. information of a focal length of said 
photographing lens and information of on exit pupil dis 
tance of said photographing lens 

13. An apparatus according to claim 10. wherein said 
correction value producing mean: receives the output from 
said exposure operational means and produces said correc 
tt'on values from said exposure value 

14. An apparatus according to claim 13 which further 
comprises means for setting shutter speed and wherein said 
exposure operutlonol mean: determines from the shutter 
speed set by said means an aperture value to be controlled 
for obtaining said proper exposure and lsues said deter 
rnlned aperture value to said correction value producing 
means 

15. An apparatus according to claim II which further 
comprisa mean: for detecting the open aperture value of 
sold photographing lens and wherein said exposure opera 
tlonal mean: issues an output indicative of the difference 
between sold determined aperture value and said open 
aperture value. 

16. An apparatus according to claim 10. wherein said 
correction value producing means includes means-for mak 
lng a plural number of different correction signals related 
to the respective locations allotted for said respective sec 
tlons within said object field. 

17. An apparatus according to claim )6. wherein said 
correction operational means includes means for causing 
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said correction signals to correspond to said photoelectric 
outputs respectively. 

18. An apparatus according to claim 16. wherein said 
correction value producing means includes means for pro 
ducing the same correction value for those sections which 
are located symmetrical with respect to each other within 
said object ?eld. 

19. An apparatus according to claim 10. wherein said 
camera comprises means for controlling an exposure in 
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accordance with said exposure value determined by said 
exposure value determined by said exposure operational 
means 

20. An apparatus according to claim 10. wherein said 
camera comprises means for indicating information relat 
ing to an exposure in accordance with said exposure value 
determined by said exposure operational means 
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